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Introduction
1.1 We (the Environment Agency) provide capital grants to other flood and coastal erosion risk
management (FCERM) operating authorities in England under section 16 of the Flood and Water Act
Management 2010. Applications must also meet the conditions relevant to flood risk management work
under the Land Drainage Act 1991. Applications relating to coastal protection work must meet the relevant
requirements of the Coast Protection Act 1949. We can fund capital grant for all types of flooding except
sewer-related flooding (which is not caused by increased rainwater) and flooding caused by burst water
mains. This includes surface water, groundwater and Individual Property Protection schemes. This grant
memorandum applies to flood and coastal erosion studies and projects which began after 1 April 2012.
Schemes which began before 31 March 2012 should follow the grant memorandum in force at the time the
scheme was approved.
1.2 This memorandum explains the processes and requirements local authorities (LAs) and Internal
Drainage Boards (IDBs) should follow when applying for grants. The terms and conditions are consistent
with arrangements for capital grants elsewhere in Government. Local authorities can also make
applications on behalf of communities or private organisations.
1.3 We aim to treat everyone applying for grants fairly and at the same time try to make sure that
Government outcomes are delivered. Many of the principles are the same as those in earlier memoranda,
but the amount of grant for flood and coastal erosion risk management (FCERM) projects depends on the
partnership-funding system introduced by the Government in May 2011. This memorandum also includes
changes introduced by the Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG).
1.4 All the grant we provide is bid-based capital grant. Under DCLG rules, the authority receiving the grant
has flexibility as long as the grant is spent on capital projects. In practice, we award grants to approved
projects and release the money as the project progresses. The methods for paying grants will stay the
same as those that local authorities and Internal Drainage Boards are familiar with. Most of the
requirements set out in this memorandum are general ones. Where there are differences for coast
protection, or other FCERM grants, the differences are highlighted in a box as shown below.

Coast protection:
(including Coast Protection Act)
Other FCERM:
(including Land Drainage Act and Internal Drainage Board)
1.5 In this document certain words have the following meanings.
Authority means a risk management authority (RMA). This includes maritime local authorities (LAs) or, for
flood risk, district, metropolitan district and county councils, and unitary authorities, and Internal Drainage
Boards (IDBs). It also includes all London boroughs, highways authorities and water companies.
FCERM means flood and coastal erosion risk management and includes the management of the shoreline
on the sea side of boundaries. It also includes all forms of flooding, including flooding by the sea and
water-level management in land benefiting from watercourses in the care and control of an authority.
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Riparian owners - is the owner of property (i.e. land) alongside a natural watercourse. Under common law
they possess rights and responsibilities relating to the stretch of the watercourse which falls within the
boundaries of their property. They are also entitled to carry out drainage work.
Projects include strategies, studies and schemes.
Outcomes are what the project has delivered (for example, the project may have protected homes or
created habitats). Partnership funding provides a tariff (payment) for each outcome delivered.
We may pass information you provide to us to other people or organisations third parties under the
Freedom of Information Act 2000 and Environmental Information Regulations 2004.

2. How to apply for capital grant
2.1 FCERM schemes are identified for all operating authorities through medium term planning (see 2.2
below). The national flood risk management strategy aims to manage FCERM risks in a way which reflects
both national and local priorities, to:
(i) reduce the threat to people and their property;
(ii) deliver the greatest environmental, social and economic benefit consistent with the Government’s
sustainable-development principles; and
(ii) discourage inappropriate development in areas at risk from flooding (see also National Planning Policy
Framework published in March 2012).
2.2 We carry out a medium term plan (MTP) exercise each year, inviting RMAs to present projects for grant
allocation. Following an initial prioritisation process, we publish the list of projects that are eligible for a
grant. You can then make a formal application to have a listed project approved.
2.3 If a flood or coastal risk problem is identified by an RMA, the authority responsible may carry out some
initial investigations with advice from the local Area FCERM Manager. This should identify the issues and
potential solutions.
2.4 We assess projects on the basis of the outcomes delivered, costs and benefits and we decide which
projects to prioritise and approve on this basis. The actual grant we pay and the approved project sum is
different. We decide the amount by looking at the costs of the project, or cap it at the amount set by the
partnership-funding tariff associated with the outcomes delivered by the proposal.

3. What can capital grant be used for?
3.1 The DCLG rules on grant from government departments state that the grants to local authorities cannot
be specific to a project but, because of their nature and cost, FCERM projects have to be bid for. We will
only provide grants in response to a bid to investigate and deal with a flood or coastal erosion problem in
line with the partnership-funding rules under the National Flood and Coastal Erosion Risk Management
Strategy approved by Parliament in July 2011.
3.2 We formally pay capital grant once you have successfully completed your project. However, because of
the general scale of the projects, we can make payments of grant as the project progresses. If you do not
deliver your project, it will no longer be eligible for capital grant funding as no capital asset has been
created.
3.3 When you apply for capital grant, you must show how your ‘capital asset’ (your project) will be properly
maintained. If you fail to maintain the project for its planned lifecycle, we may take this into account when
assessing any future application for grant.
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Studies
3.4 You can use a ‘study’ to investigate scheme options or the environmental effects of FCERM on an area
that has a statutory environmental designation. If your study shows that a capital investment is appropriate,
the scheme options to be assessed would include environmental assessment, outline design and outline
planning approval. (Detailed design of a solution is part of the project appraisal report process which
follows.) To help you initially investigate a problem, we have decided to fund 100% of the costs of a study
included in the medium term plan as the study progresses. When we approve the capital scheme, we will
use the whole cost, including the cost of the study, to decide the partnership-funding grant. If the study
does not result in a capital scheme, the RMA may need to discuss how they account for the grant under
the DCLG capital rules.
3.5 You must send the results of initial investigations and the drafts of specifications for studies to us using
form FCERM7 and we must approve them before you begin your study. The FCERM7 application form
should set out:
•

what you want to study, including the geographic area of the study;

•

the objectives of the study;

•

how you plan to achieve these objectives;

•

links to catchment flood management plans (CFMPs) and shoreline management plans (SMPs), local
flood risk management strategies and so on, consistent with the principles of the National Flood and
Coastal Erosion Strategy as laid before Parliament;

•

a schedule of the main parts of the study and their estimated costs; and

•

an outline programme for completion, showing how long you expect the study to take.

You must meet the following conditions:
(a)

You must complete the study and publish the findings.

(b)

Your study report must identify problems and reach conclusions.

(c)

You must make the results of the study available to other flood risk management authorities.

3.6 If the study shows your scheme may need extensive investment, which you expect to continue for more
than five years or involve long lengths of river, estuary or coastline or complex sources of flood risk which
affect each other, you should consider a study to prepare a strategy, complete with a strategic
environmental assessment (SEA) report, for approval by us.
Works
3.7 Grants are available towards capital spending that has been approved for improving existing or
constructing new, flood or coastal erosion risk management and water level management works. Within
this category, grants are available for projects within areas covered by strategies and, where necessary,
one-off projects that don’t have a strategic business case (‘stand-alone’ projects). Grants are also available
for other things, including the following.
•

Estuary or beach-management projects (recharging, replenishing, recycling and monitoring), as long as
they are part of an agreed long-term beach-management programme.

•

Projects designed to manage water levels for various reasons, including environmental benefits. These
projects may also support surface irrigation through increased water levels. We will give priority to
these projects in sites of international and national conservation importance. (Note: We will not give
grants for projects where the main objective is spray irrigation or water supply.)

•

Purchasing land for habitat compensation to allow schemes to meet the Habitats Regulations.
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Coast protection
(Including Coast Protection Act) The preparation of environmental statements under the
Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004. For projects that need a
marine licence, the Marine Works (Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2007 (the MWR)
(as amended by the Marine Works (Environmental Impact Assessment) (Amendment) Regulations
2011) will also apply. The Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) (England
and Wales) Regulations 2011 are also relevant for projects that need planning permission.

The preparation of environmental statements under the Environmental Assessment of Plans and
Programmes Regulations 2004, or projects that need a marine licence, the Marine Works (Environmental
Impact Assessment) Regulations 2007 (the MWR) (as amended by the Marine Works (Environmental
Impact Assessment) (Amendment) Regulations 2011) will also apply. The Town and Country Planning
(Environmental Impact Assessment) (England and Wales) Regulations 2011 are also relevant for projects
that need planning permission.

Other FCERM
For IDBs only under section 59(7) of the Land Drainage Act, the rebuilding of any bridge maintained
under statute or custom, or repair other than routine maintenance work

4. What are the grant conditions?
4.1 When considering a proposal for grant, we will assess the following.
•

Has the problem been correctly identified?

•

Is there a real problem to be addressed?

•

Can the problem and proposed solution be funded by a capital grant scheme?

•
•

Has an acceptable range of options been evaluated?
Have the major technical and environmental issues been addressed thoroughly enough?

•

Has the preferred option been arrived at logically?

•

Is the proposal consistent with the following government policies?
– Water Framework Directive (WFD)
– Principles of the national flood and coastal erosion
risk management strategy as laid before Parliament
– Coastal habitat management plans (CHaMPS)
– Catchment flood management plans (CFMP), shoreline management plan (SMP), water level
management plan
– Beach-management plan
– Biodiversity action plan
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– Local flood risk strategy
– Beneficiaries and contributions policies
We will specifically assess whether the proposal is:
•

eligible within the terms of the relevant act;

•

technically sound and environmentally acceptable in line with FCERM appraisal guidance (FCERMAG);

•

economically justified in line with FCERM-AG and with the choice of project option based on the
FCERM-AG decision rule (see above);

•

in line with action plans set out in CFMPs, SMPs and Coastal Habitat Management Plans (CHaMPs),
where appropriate; and

•

on the Sanctioned List of projects and studies we have agreed are eligible for grants.

We will also assess whether reliable commitments for non-grant funding (partnership match funding) are in
place.

Coast protection
Coastal schemes need to be accompanied by form CPA1 at technical approval. This may be affected by
The Marine and Coastal Access Act (Marine Act)
Section 5.5 of the Coast Protection Act has not been repealed.

5. What costs are eligible for grant?
5.1 Partnership funding has changed the way we decide who to award grants to. Under partnership
funding, the amount of grant available for a scheme is decided on the basis of the outcomes of the
scheme. You should try to get contributions from beneficiaries for your scheme, but under partnership
funding the amount of grant we provide will be capped depending on the cost of the scheme or its
outcomes. You can find guidance on partnership funding at:
www.environment-agency.gov.uk/research/planning/134732.aspx

Coast protection
Work eligible for a grant – work necessary because another scheme at the same or a nearby location
would cause a negative effect.
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6

What is not eligible for capital grant?

6.1 Partnership funding and the DCLG rules on government grants remove barriers of how the grant can
be used. However, if any of the following applies, we will not consider awarding a grant.
•

The work has not already had approval (unless done in an emergency under section 5(6) of the Coast
Protection Act 1949).

•

You have failed, without reasonable cause, to modify the work, as specified in a notice served by any
government department or other statutory authority.

•

The work should form part of your maintenance tasks (as opposed to capital renewals) or it is work
arising from a lack of regular maintenance or repair.

•

The work arises from damage or negligence caused by others.

•

•

The work is on top of, or not essential for, FCERM requirements, except for a reasonable allowance for
environmental aspects and to support existing amenities, which might be lost as a result of approved
work.
The work is needed to cater for new development.

•

It is work that should be done under public health legislation, for example, sewerage work.

•

While IDBs and metropolitan local authorities may do work for other people (riparian owners) under
sections 20(1) and 20(2) of the Land Drainage Act, and we have the power to make grants under
section 16 of that act, we are currently unable to award grants for these individual schemes. (This may
change, depending on national policy priorities and the availability of funds.)

7. Are overheads eligible for grant?
7.1 Although, under DCLG rules, there is some freedom in how the funds are used, a key principle is that
we should not pay grant on costs funded by other Government departments so that there is no ‘double
funding’ by the Exchequer.
7.2 If the Regional Flood and Coastal Committee agrees to grant a local levy (alongside capital grant from
the Government), the levy should be for additional costs you (the risk management authority) have, and
you should pay the cost of the overheads.

8. Land purchase and compensation
8.1 Your grant application should include a schedule of estimated spending for land- purchase and
compensation payments. You should, where practical, aim to purchase land by negotiation before
beginning compulsory purchase. If you do need a compulsory purchase order, you must, under section 62
of the Land Drainage Act, get authorisation from the Minister by writing to the Secretary of State for
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, c/o Flood Management Division, Ergon House, Horseferry Road,
London, SW1P 2AL. The Department for Communities and Local Government publishes detailed guidance
on compulsory purchase.
8.2 You should complete all land-purchase and access (easement) agreements before you award the
construction contract.
8.3 Under sections 14 and 15 of the Land Drainage Act, you may have to pay compensation if someone is
affected by you carrying out the project. You are eligible for a grant to cover these payments.
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8.4 You should make a survey record of the condition of the site and any affected nearby buildings before
you begin the work. This will help when deciding on any compensation to be paid.
8.5 Interest paid on compensation is eligible for a grant, as long as it was not run up as a result of your
delay in processing the claim. You should provide details of the reasons for interest and for any delay in
settling compensation.
8.6 We will not give grant on spending on a claim that has arisen as a result of negligence or damage that
was otherwise avoidable.
8.7 If, as a result of carrying out the work, you expect to have to pay to reinstate or make good structures
or work done by someone else (for example, roads and bridges), we may award a grant for the cost
(instead of a compensation payment). This will depend on you having carried out a survey of the condition
of the site before you began the work. We will not award a grant for improvement work.
8.8 We can pay a grant if a land-purchase or compensation claim has been legally agreed and the
agreement is authenticated. We will need a valuation certificate signed by a qualified valuer for all landpurchase claims of £10,000 or more, and £5,000 or more for all other compensation claims. Also, we will
only pay the grant if your claim is supported by a plan showing the location related to the reason for
payment.

Coast protection
Under section 19 of the Coast Protection Act, you may have to pay compensation if the value of the
land reduces or you disturb a person’s enjoyment of the land. These payments are eligible for a
grant.

9. Contributions towards the cost of a scheme
9.1 Wherever possible, we expect you to get contributions towards the cost of your scheme from people
who will benefit from it or whose actions or requests have led to the scheme being carried out. Under
partnership funding, we will cap the grant at a level depending on the cost of the scheme or its outcomes.
9.2 If contributions are made towards work which is on top of, or not essential for, FCERM (for example
within schemes with joint objectives and non-FCERM benefits), we will deduct these contributions and their
associated spending before we calculate the partnership-funding grant. These are known as ‘deductible
contributions’.
9.3 Deductible contributions should apply:
(a) if part of the work will allow new development (development after 1 January 2012 cannot be included in
a bid for a grant);
(b) if, through local choice, an option for reducing risk is chosen that is an improvement (for example,
through replacing or repairing existing roads, bridges or other property or through improving amenities or
economic potential) but is more expensive than would otherwise be necessary;
(c) for work which removes the existing duties of care or responsibly or service; or
(d) for work carried out as a result of subsidence due to coal mining or other operations involving
extraction, where you have asked mine owners or the Coal Authority for contributions.
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Examples of other contributions
9.4 The Environment Agency grant can include contributions received from other bodies. In particular,
grant may include levy contributions from regional flood and coastal committees, as well as other
contributions received from private companies, public companies, NGO, charities etc for the scheme. If a
project has many objectives, and contributions from other Government-funded bodies (such as Natural
England) under other legislation including the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), in assisted
areas, and other European Union (EU) funding, it can still be eligible for FCERM capital grant.

10. Approval
10.1 You will provide a project appraisal report with recommendations on costs and options, setting out the
option you prefer. We will assess the report and, to help you negotiate contributions, pass it for technical
approval. This does not mean we have approved your scheme and awarded funding at that stage, but it
helps you to move forward and get agreement to contributions to funding.
10.2 Once you have confirmed that all funding requirements are in place, including the medium term plan
allocation and local levy from the Regional Flood and Coastal Committees (RFCC), we will provide formal
financial approval to allocate the grant. This allocation is a commitment to funding depending on the terms
of this memorandum. You will need a formal allocation letter from us, with the approved partnership grant,
before work can begin (except in emergencies). The grant offer is a capped sum based on the cost or tariff
for the outcomes of the scheme. The allocation letter will confirm both the grant and local levy amounts
agreed by the RFCC.
10.3 To get formal financial approval, you should fill in an FCERM7 form and a project appraisal report
(PAR) signed by your authorised officers. (If the PAR includes an FCERM7, you do not need to send us a
separate FCERM7.) You will also need to send an undertaking to keep to the grant conditions to the Area
FCERM Manager. You should draw the attention of consultants employed on the project to these
conditions relating to approval.

Coast protection
You should send us form CPA2 to confirm all necessary stages are complete when looking for formal
financial approval under section 21 of the Coast Protection Act 1949 (as amended).

11. What if we have to change the design of a project after you have
approved it?
11.1 You can make variations (changes) to a project without our approval, as long as they do not alter the
outcomes of the project. However, if the changes affect the cost, extent, scope or type of outcome, you will
need to fill in an FCERM4 form to get our approval before you make the changes. If you do not get our
approval beforehand, we may not award you a grant to make the changes.
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11.2 If you make a significant change to the design of a scheme, particularly one that changes its effect on
the environment, you may need to reapply for planning approval. All consents for the scheme may need to
be reconsidered and the project may have to be re-advertised for consultation.

12. What if the costs of the project are more than the amount of grant
allocated?
12.1 The capital grant is based on cost or partnership-funding outcomes and caps the Government’s
contribution. All project business cases include a sum to show the risk of unexpected events increasing
costs − this sum is called the contingency. We manage project contingency at a programme level and do
not allocate contingency to individual projects. Your allocation can be increased up to the value of the
contingency included in the formal business case (project appraisal report) approval amount. If you want to
increase the grant you have been allocated you will need to fill in form FCERM4.
12.2 You should also use FCERM4 if the project is going to cost more than the amount approved in the
business case (project appraisal report). You should send us this form as soon as you realise you will
need to spend more than the approved amount to complete your scheme. On the form, you will need to
give details of why the project will cost more than expected and the extra costs. We are keen to make sure
that all schemes are delivered and we will support you in your efforts to get extra funding. Capital grants
are normally capped, depending on the cost or the outcomes delivered. If you do not get our approval for
spending over the approved grant amount, we may not allocate a supplementary grant.

13. What if we do not complete the scheme?
13.1 We provide grants for the specific scheme being carried out as approved. If you propose not to
complete a scheme we have approved, you must tell us immediately and fully explain the reasons. In these
circumstances, we may withhold any grant payments that we would have otherwise paid.
13.2 If you decide not to carry out work we have approved, or you are prevented from doing so by
circumstances beyond your control, you must tell us immediately.

14. Sale of surplus land or assets funded by the grant
14.1 If you sell land or assets funded by the grant, you must repay a share of the proceeds, based on the
original purchase financed from the grant.

15. Who else do you need to consult?
15.1 You should make sure that you carry out all necessary consultations. This will include consulting our
relevant area offices, including the National Environmental Assessment Service (NEAS), Natural England,
other environmental bodies, for example the Marine Management Organisation (MMO), and neighbouring
risk management authorities and planning authorities, well in advance so that statutory plans and
environmental effects can be considered from the outset along with engineering and economic objectives.
Also, if relevant, we advise that you consult coastal groups to make sure your scheme is compatible with
shoreline management plans (SMPs).
15.2 By law, you must carry out an environmental impact assessment for your project. If necessary you
must produce a strategic environmental assessment report or an environmental statement (or both), in line
with the Environmental Impact Assessment (Land Drainage Improvement Works) Regulations 1999 (S.I.
1999/1783) amended 2006.
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15.3 Before carrying out any work that is likely to damage a site of special scientific interest (SSSI), you
must give notice, in writing, to Natural England (NE). This also applies to work outside an SSSI that is likely
to damage it. Natural England may give notice that it does not agree to the work or that it does agree to it
(with or without conditions). If Natural England has not responded after 28 days, they have decided not to
give permission. You should get any necessary permission before applying for a grant for any project that
is likely to damage an SSSI. As part of carrying out your role properly, you have a duty to take reasonable
steps to help conserve and improve SSSIs. You should consider this and include it in the design of your
project from the outset, in consultation with Natural England.
15.4 Any plan or project that is likely to have a significant effect on a European site (Special Protection
Area (SPA) or Special Area of Conservation (SAC)), or a designated European Ramsar site (Wetlands of
International Importance, especially as Waterfowl Habitat) must be assessed under the Conservation of
Habitats and Species Regulations 2010, regulation 61 (1). You must ask Natural England to carry out this
assessment and take account of their comments. This must be done before you apply for a grant. You will
need to get written confirmation from Natural England stating that the project keeps to the Habitats
Directive, the Countryside and Rights of Way Act, and the Wildlife and Countryside Act.
15.5 Objections to the new work not covered by SI1999/1783 (amended 2006) and made under the
planning regulations, including concerns about environmental issues not dealt with elsewhere, are
important and dealt with by the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government. We will not give
a grant to a project if objections to the project have not been resolved.

Coast protection
Objections as a result of notices are of major importance. You should start discussions with objectors
and try to reach a solution you both agree with. However, if they do not withdraw their objection, or it is
not resolved, and the objector states in a letter to you that they are not going to withdraw their
objection, you should send their objection to the Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs c/o Defra, Flood Management Division, Nobel House
17 Smith Square, London, SW1P 3JR. The Secretary of State may order a local inquiry be held under
section 5(4) of the Coast Protection Act 1949 (as amended).

16. What to do in an emergency

Coast protection
In an emergency (for example where major repairs are needed to restore the current standard of
protection following a storm), you can begin urgent work carried out under section 5(6) of the Coast
Protection Act 1949 (as amended) without getting formal project approval beforehand. However, you
must tell us beforehand and tell other statutory authorities as soon as you can. You must also tell the
nearest office of Natural England (particularly if a site of special scientific interest (SSSI) is involved).
You must, as soon as possible, also make an application for grant (in the form of a project appraisal
report) and fill in forms CPA1 and CPA2. Whether we pay you a grant will depend on the funds we have
available and whether we think your scheme is eligible.
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17. Your obligations
17.1 Neither we nor Defra will accept legal liability if the work is found to be inadequate or defective. Also,
the fact you have financial approval does not relieve you of any obligation you may have, by law or
otherwise.
17.2 It is your responsibility to get all necessary environmental clearances, planning approvals and other
consents, under the relevant legislation. We will approve your grant on this condition.
17.3 You must properly maintain all FCERM work we approve and do necessary repairs adequately and
promptly. If you do not, we will take this into account when assessing any future application for a grant.
17.4 Contributions made towards an FCERM project under the partnership-funding policy are made on the
basis of ‘whole life’ costs and so include an allowance for future maintenance. You should use this
commuted element to provide funding for future years.

18 Access to work and records
18.1 You must make sure that our officers and other people we authorise can enter the work area and
inspect the work at all reasonable times (this includes the land on which you are doing the work).
18.2 So that we can evaluate the scheme once you have completed it, and carry out a technical review,
you must make sure our officers and other people we authorise can inspect records relating to the scheme
at all times.

19. Acknowledging the grant
19.1 If you have put up construction signboards or permanent commemorative plaques or published
material about the work, including magazine articles and so on, you should include a reference to the fact
the work was supported by a grant provided by the Environment Agency or the Regional Flood and Coastal
Committee (or both).

20. Starting and completing the work
20.1 You must tell us the date you start work on a site or begin a study and when you finish it. This helps
us to schedule funds. If you do not give us this information we may withhold your grant. You must also
send us a project completion form (FCERM 8) once the scheme has been ‘substantially completed’ (that is,
the earliest date on which the benefits of the scheme are fully realised).

21. What rates of grant are available?
21.1 Rates of grant have been replaced by a grant for the cost of the project or up to the amount defined
by partnership-funding outcomes. The amount of grant a scheme is eligible for depends on the outcomes a
scheme delivers. There is one restriction - studies and schemes that do not provide evidence that they
have assessed costs and benefits strategically will be capped at a grant rate of 45% of the approved
partnership-funding outcomes. This will reduce the risk of several one-off schemes in the same rate area
trying to claim the same benefits.
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22. How do I claim grant?
22.1 We will pay the grant as your scheme progresses. If you do not keep to the terms and conditions
which apply to the grant, we may withhold it.
22.2 Grant becomes due once a study, strategy or scheme is satisfactorily completed. However, because
the cost of schemes can be significant for an authority, we pay interim grants during the study, strategy or
scheme. You must apply for this interim grant using form FCERM3, on the basis of what you have spent so
far and up to three months in advance, as long as this is within the current financial year. We will only pay
once we have received written confirmation that your work or study has begun (‘written’ includes post, fax
or email).
22.3 If the Regional Flood and Coastal Committee are providing funding we will pay the grant as in 22.2
above. The approval letter will set out the grant payments. You make a single claim using the FCERM3
form and we will make sure that you receive the correct amount of grant.
22.4 We will pay the grant to your authority’s bank, normally within one month of receiving your FCERM3.
22.5 We may withhold the grant if you do not tell us the start date of the scheme, or if the amount of grant
you need changes over more than one financial year, without our agreement beforehand.

23. Evaluating your project
23.1 We or Defra may select some projects for Post Project Evaluation (PPE). The aim of this is to improve
how projects are assessed, designed, managed and put in place, and you must make any relevant
information (including any you have got through monitoring or maintenance) freely available to us and
Defra, or any consultants we have authorised.

24. Monitoring the progress of the work
24.1 To help us manage capital grant payments, you must tell us if you think that the amount you need in a
financial year changes by more than £100,000. We need to manage the amount of grant that all authorities
may claim. At the start of each financial year, you will have to fill in an FCERM6 form, which sets out
proposed claim dates and their expected value. If these dates or amounts change, you must send us an
amended FCERM6 as soon as possible. When you send us an FCERM4, you should send your revised
FCERM6 with it.
24.2 When we ask, you must give us information on the progress of the work, such as estimated dates the
work will be completed and estimates of grant claims, dates and values, to help our financial and other
planning.

25. Sending us final accounts
25.1 Once you have completed the scheme and returned form FCERM8, you have two years to send us a
final account, using form FCERM5. If there are land-purchase and compensation issues outstanding, fill in
FCERM5 and make a note on the form that you will send form FCERM5A once these issues are finalised.
25.2 You have up to six years to send form FCERM5A if land-purchase and compensation issues, for
example arbitration, prevent the account being closed. If you choose to do this you must send us a list of
the land-purchase and compensation issues and highlight those not cleared. You can also use an
FCERM5A if a compensation issue that you could not have expected happens. We may, under the
partnership-funding rules, consider paying a supplementary grant in these cases.
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25.3 When sending us a final account, you must send an FCERM4 including any final changes in the
project or the way you have used the grant funding. The final FCERM4 should provide a record from the
original amount you were allocated to the amount you spent, including any use of contingency and
supplementary grant approval.
25.4 Form FCERM5A should include a list of people you have paid compensation to and all amounts you
have paid them. We also need evidence, including plans with Ordnance Survey map referencing, relating
to claims you have settled.
25.5 For studies, once you have sent form FCERM8 with the date your study report is complete, this date
will begin the 24-month period you have for completing your final statement of account (to be sent on form
FCERM5).
25.6 The deadlines given above are the very latest you should aim for in normal circumstances. In practice,
we expect you to send us final accounts as soon as possible. If you do not meet these deadlines you may
no longer be entitled to the grant, unless there are exceptional circumstances.
25.7 We will normally process final accounts within four months of receiving them, and make any final
payments for the grant we pay, if necessary.

26. Competitive tendering and contracts and EU directives on
procurement
26.1 Your main aim when procuring (buying) work, equipment, goods and services should be to make sure
you choose those which are most likely to offer the best value for money. In general, competitive tendering
is most likely to result in the best value for money, unless you are satisfied that there are good reasons to
use another method.
26.2 Your procurement policy should reflect guidance from the Office of Government Commerce (OGC),
including their Procurement Policy Guidance and Notes. You must also make sure that you keep to any
relevant European Union (EU) or other international procurement rules. The Office of Government
Commerce website will have the most up-to-date information.
26.3 If necessary, the lowest tenderer can enter into a contract bond as a guarantee of fulfilling the
contract. Any extra cost for the bond may be considered for a grant. You may accept a tender without
further reference if you consider it to be the best overall value for money and it is within the cost estimate
approved for the scheme. We may ask for a copy of the signed contract or priced bill of quantities.
26.4 You should consider using the contracts secured by us which are available for other risk management
authorities to use. You may also use term contracts where the cost of tendering would be greater than the
benefits of competition. And, you may consider procuring services through a public or private partnership
including private finance initiatives, but you should consult us first.
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Loans and overdrafts for Internal Drainage Boards
If you are an IDB you may apply for permission for a loan or overdraft for the following purposes.
(a) To borrow for a period of not more than 50 years to meet your share of the cost (less grant) for
an approved scheme.
(b) Temporary borrowing (an overdraft) if loan negotiations at (a) above are not complete before
work is approved to start on a scheme.
(c) To borrow for a period of not more than 50 years to meet the cost of an unapproved scheme,
as long as you meet the following conditions.
The proposals are compatible with any current Environment Agency strategy for flood or coastal
defence.
Statutory environmental assessment procedures are satisfactorily completed.
The loan can be financed from your expected revenue over the period of the loan agreement.
An overdraft for either the capital project spending, or revenue for operating expenses, where you
need to borrow temporarily until you receive revenue from rates.
(e) We may consider applications for purposes other than (a) to (d) in exceptional circumstances.

How do I apply?
You must apply, through us, for the permission of the Minister under section 55 of the Land
Drainage Act. Make your application in a formal letter signed on behalf of your IDB by the clerk or
their authorised deputy, giving at least two weeks’ notice. The application should show:
the scheme concerned or other purpose of the loan or overdraft;
the period of the loan or overdraft (overdrafts are normally granted for a
up to the end of the financial year), and the date of repayment;

maximum of 12 months

the amount you need; and
in the case of overdrafts, the expected revenue from rates and special levies in the financial year
concerned.
Your clerk or finance officer should send the application letter to the Head of FCERM Finance,
Environment Agency, Manley House, Kestrel Way, Sowton, Exeter, Devon, EX2 7LQ, who will
send it, with supporting comments, to Defra. Any applications Defra receive without Environment
Agency support will be returned.
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Can loan charges be included for grant?
The costs of raising loans and interest payments on overdrafts by IDBs are not eligible for grant.

Public Works Loan Board
The Public Works Loan Board makes loans to IDBs – you can find details on their website
www.pwlb.gov.uk. However, your choice of lender is up to you. The fact that Defra may approve your IDB
for a loan or overdraft does not mean they have considered whether the IDB is creditworthy. Neither we
nor Defra will be responsible for repaying the loan or overdraft under any circumstances.
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Annex I
Forms and returns
You can find all forms on our website at
www.environment-agency.gov.uk/research/planning/33700.aspx.

FCERM 2

Flood risk management scheme − application for grant funding

FCERM 3

Application for interim payment of grant funding

FCERM 4

Application for the allocation of contingency or a change in total project cost
of approved schemes or studies

FCERM 5

Final statement of account

FCERM 5A

Final statement of account (form FCRM5A) – for land purchase and
compensation

FCERM 6

Project forecast and profile form

FCERM 7

Application for approval of studies and strategies

FCERM 8

Risk management authority (RMA)

CPA 1

Certificate of statutory consultations and responses to them

CPA 2

Application for formal approval of a coast protection project
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